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What is rebound?
2

As heating becomes more efficient…

… we turn up the room temperature.

As cars consume less fuel…

… we drive more.

… and we spend the
savings in other
consumption domains.



Concepts similar to rebound3

Behaviour before Something happens Behaviour after

10,000 car kilometers/year
18°C room temperature

Purchase of an e-car
Renovating the building

12,000 car kilometers/year
21°C room temperature
Additional holiday trip

Something happens Impact on behaviour

Direct rebound
Sorrell 2007, Santarius 2014

Adoption of an energy efficient
technology

Similar behaviours in related
consumption domains

Negative spillover
Crompton & Thogersen 2009, Nash et al. 2017 Behavioural change?

Intervention?Compensatory behaviours
Bratt et al. 2015, Byrka & Kaminska 2015

Indirect rebound
Peters et al. 2012, Gillingham et al. 2016

Adoption of an energy efficient
technology Behaviours in other domains

Mental accounting
Tiefenbeck et al. 2013, Friedrichsmeier & Matthies 2015

Behavioural change?



Maintaining previous consumption patterns

Automaticity makes less aware for gradual 
changes

Drivers of rebound4
Control variables
Level of education, household 
size, change of heating system, 
technical faults

Pro-environmental values
Kaklamanou et al. 2015, Otto et al. 2014

Personal norms
Nash et al. 2017, Steinhorst et al. 2015

Social norms
Peters et al. 2012, Truelove et al. 2014 

Habits
Klöckner & Matthies 2004, Verplanken 2006

Frugality
Boulanger et al. 2013, Peters et al. 2012

Income, energy poverty
Gillingham et al. 2016, IEA 2014

Observing role models, accordance to 
social conventions

Fulfilling social expectations so to act 
unconstrained

Self-restraint and voluntary moderation, 
lifestyles of sufficiency

Forced thriftiness

Acting consistently, environmental literacy 
on carbon footprint

Rebound 
behaviour

Direct rebound

Indirect rebound / 
mental accounting

Compensatory 
behaviours

Satisfying hitherto unfulfilled needs



Data

E-cars Building 
insulation

Region Salzburg
Lower Austria Austria

Funding
period 2012-2016 2011-2014

Survey period Jan-Feb 2017 Feb-Mar 2017

Survey
method postal, online online

Return rate 54%
74% 11%

Sample size 575 1,455
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Comprehensive survey among all 
applicants
Distribution by the funding agencies



Rebound measures6

Direct rebound

Indirect rebound

Compensatory behaviours

With the e-car, I cover more mileage 
in my daily routine than I did 
previously with the car.

Prior to the retrofit, I put on a sweater 
when I was cold. Now, I turn up the 
heating instead.

Thanks to the savings from the [e-car] [retrofit], I am entitled to consume 
more in other areas.

[I did the retrofit] [I use a car] so it doesn’t matter much if I also use bigger 
or older electric household devices.

4 items
Loadings .66-.82

2 items
Loadings .59-.66

3 items
Loadings .46-.63

4 items
Loadings .59-.77
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Direct rebound Indirect rebound Compensatory
behaviours

Personal 
norms .10 -.21 .06 -.02 -.03 -.17

Pro-env. values -.24 -.22 -.62 -.71 -.50 -.28

Social norms 
friends .06 .32 .31 .18 .32 .13

Habits .09 .09 .02 .20 .01 .11

Frugality .14 .16 -.10 .10 -.06 .08

Household
income .04 -.04 -.13 -.14 .02 -.08

Energy poverty .30 .17 .10

R² 13% 36% 47% 70% 31% 21%

 Rebound  Act consistently

 Rebound

Standardised path coefficients; 
p<.05 printed in bold.

 Rebound

 Rebound

 Gain in prestige
entitles to consume
more

 Less aware
of changes in  
practices

 Catch up to
common level



Discussion
Conduct longitudinal studies with high granularity

Tracking of gradual changes in behaviour
Causal attribution to the energy efficient technology
Two-wave study on 111 e-bike users yields similar results

Measure absolute consumption instead of dimensionless, 
retrospective self-reports
Control for external factors underlying observed behavioural
changes over time 

Heating degree days, fuel prices, …
Changes in household structure, employment, …

Confirm for other energy efficient technologies
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Conclusions
Dominant impact of pro-environmental values

Remind consumers that they made a commitment when purchasing the
technology
Do not crowd out value orientations by monetary benefits

Make consumers aware of tiny changes in use
Feedback via smart metering etc.
Automated heating control

Social norms may backfire, as they legitimise additional 
consumption
(Energy) poor consumers catch up to common levels

Balance targets in the energy and social policy arenas
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